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The Fisher Newspaper is Back! 
Jake Nessel and Austin Chasnick are proud to say that the Newspaper is back. 

Formerly the Fisher scoop, the Tony Times  brings the fisher community together 

with big news from around the world about BBYO and More! In these newspapers 

you will see articles about programs that have or are happening, as well as things 

Fisherman are doing for the community, and GAMES!  
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Look for the 

Hidden 

Tonys! 

*Answer On Game Page* 

E-MAIL: achasnick@gmail.com            E-MAIL: jake.nessel@aol.com 

WITH ANY PURCHASE OF $30 OR MORE on FISHERAZA.SPREADSHIRT.COM 

BBYO 

Go To: www.fisheraza.spreadshirt.com 

If you have any questions or ideas email Austin Chasnick or Jake Nessel. At: 

For all your Fisher and BBYO clothing needs! 
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Chapter Convention 2014 

 

    This years Chapter Convention was a huge success! Everyone had a blast and 

it was an amazing way to give the seniors a meaningful farewell and to welcome 

the new members in an exciting way! Alec Cohen and Sam Halpern, our CC coor-

dinators, did an amazing job planning everything. Our first day was at the 

campground. We had many different  programs planned by our coord's. after 

opening programs, setting up tents, and give out rooming info, we had a 

great dinner made by Chef Michael Gould and Sam Halpern. 

    After dinner and a bit of free time to settle our full stomachs and watch the rest 

of the USA-Portugal World Cup game, we were split up into two groups for an 

intense and fun game of capture the flag. After a long time of putting opponents in 

jail then them getting broken out someone finally grabbed a flag.  

    Before everyone headed to bed we had a campfire with s'mores and meaning-

ful conversations about our past year at Fisher. 

    Unfortunately due to rain we had to leave the campground early, but thanks to 

The Elias family we still had a place to stay. Our first program was a serious one 

about bullying lead by some of our amazing Fisherman.  

    Next we went to a park starting with a program planned by a couple of our 

AIT's, Sam Koretz and Ben Walters, that taught each us about the harshness of 

the Holocaust. Our last program was Max Fisher AZA #337's 2nd Annual Fisher 

Hunger Games. It was a tough battle that went on for a long time, alliances were 

made as well as destroyed. When it came down to the last three people, Sam 

Finn, Jonah Newman, and Matt Elias all pulled their flags out at the same time, 

giving them first place. Our night ended with an amazing separates program, ice 

cream sundaes and a pool party in the rain. 

    Jake Nitzkin said, "For the first time, I felt like CC brought me closer to the 

chapter as a whole, as opposed to just a team." His favorite part was the hunger 

games because, "...it was super fun and intense!"  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Summer programs provide 

you with an opportunity to dis-
cover new things about your-
self and meet people who gen-
uinely care about your success 
and well being, doing all that 
they can to support you even 
after the program” 

-Roni Rose  

Our Second Annual Fisher Hunger 

The Chapter Convention 2014  Group 
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CLTC is  Tru-

ly Life 

Changing 

The leadership sessions are 

awesome because you learn 

so many different strategies 

that great leaders use to 

inspire others. I have 

learned so much about 

chapter programming, 

speech writing, and how to 

brand myself. Some of these 

skills can be used not only in 

BBYO, but also life in gen-

eral. One of my favorite pro-

grams was the IC Kickoff 

Dance. There was music, 

dancing, hayrides, and much 

more. This was a good time 

for me to strengthen my 

bonds with friends. I also 

loved the Shabbat services 

because I felt so connected 

to Judaism. By the end of 

CLTC, I had made friends 

from all over the country, 

many of them coming from 

Atlanta and Texas. I will 

never forget my fellow alum-

ni of CLTC 5 2014 and my 

brother alephs of Hazavim 

AZA #300.  

-Jake Nessel 

ILSI 
 ILSI was the most meaningful trip I’ve ever taken in my 

entire life. Although it had all of the regular perks of going to 

Israel with friends (seeing amazing sights, making unforgetta-

ble memories, and creating new close relationships), it gave 

me and the other participants something unique: an inside 

look on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. We arrived in Israel two 

days after the bodies of the three Israeli boys, Gilad, Eyal, and 

Naftali, were found, and one of our first programs was visiting 

their resting place. We, the ILSI delegation, stood in a circle 

around their tomb, and let the gravity and the emotions of the 

situation wash over us as we said a few prayers for those 

boys that were murdered just a few days before. We carried that same emotional 

tension in our heads and in our hearts throughout the rest of the program. It didn't 

diminish our experience, but it made us more aware of our surroundings and the 

fact that we were living in a war. Before ILSI, I had a connection with Israel that I 

made a few years before. During ILSI, I fell in love with the country. Now, after 

ILSI, I feel like the conflict in the Middle East is personal, and I'm proud to play my 

part in educating people about the truth concerning the conflict. I'm now proud to 

call Israel my home. -Jake Nitzkin 

 

ILTC 

 After attending CLTC 7 2013 and IC Dallas I was sooo 

excited to have the chance to attend ILTC 2014, when I 

arrived at camp Perlman everything was hectic, there were 

so many places we needed to go and I did not know where 

anything was. Thanks to the Madrichim I some how found 

my way, after waiting about an hour to get my lice check, 

signing up for electives, and bringing my luggage to my 

dorm. (Shout out to dorm 12 and 13) ILTC had finally be-

gan. I got to reunite with my old friends from CLTC and IC, and make many 

more during my 18 day stay at Perlman. I learned so much about BBYO, 

from daily lessons in my blue (black) print to helping create the 70th 90th 

anniversary mural, I made connections with people I never would have met 

if I hadn't come to ILTC.  

-Sam Halpern 
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 IMPACT DC: 

Aleph Matt Fealk recently left for IM-

PACT: DC! He says the program in-

cludes lots of community service, lobby-

ing, and advocacy. He also says, "You 

get out what you put in, both during 

work time and freetime"  

Matt and other BBYO Teens at IMPACT DC 
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Help Tony The Tiger find the box of 

Frosted Flakes! 

 

BEBER 

BETHANY  

CLTC 

ILSI 

ILTC 

IMPACT 

ISRAEL 

TONY TRIVIA 

1.When was Fisher creat-

ed? 

2.How many Regional 

Aleph Godolim have we 

had?  

3.How many original mem-

bers were there? 

4.Who started this Chap-

KALLAH 

PASSPORT 

PEARLMAN 

ǝɹıɟuǝqnɹ ɯɐpɐ ˙4 11 ˙3' 3 ˙2' 9002 

˙1:ɐ 

There were   

7 TONYS!!! 
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20% OFF 

FISHER CLOTHING LINE 

Expiration Date: 00/00/00 

USE THE COUPON CODE: SUMMER14 
EXP. 8/12/14           

WITH ANY PURCHASE OF $30 OR MORE on FISHERAZA.SPREADSHIRT.COM 


